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COVER: Handbags are essential accessories in any woman's wardrobe, 
and Hong Kong-made handbags are sold in over 150 countries all over 
the world. In 1969 the indµstry made over HK$102 million in domestic 
exports. The leading market was the US which accounted for over 50 
percent of this total. The three next bi_$gest markets are Japan, UK and 
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Send 
your business 

ourway.. 

Our way is experienced. 
Our way is efficient. 

Our way is dependable. 
Our way is equipped to carry 

container, reef er, liquid, bulk, 
palletized or break bulk cargo. 
Our way is between the U.S., 

Far East and around the world. 
Going our way? 

American President Lines 
Offices & Agents in principal cities throughout the world. 
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The big Talk-in 

As memlbers will know, our Chair
man, the Hon. G. M. B. Salmon has
been appointed to the Committee
set up to enquire into the further
use of the Chinese language.
Furthermore, his appointment , was
officially described as 'representing
the Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce'.

Mr. Salmon has already assured
you, in his letter of October 23rd,
that while he cannot represent a
membership of over 1800 as such,
he will be keeping a keen eye on
the commercial implications of what
ever may be suggested to the
Committee. This is in accordance
with the prime role of the Chamber,
which is, and has been since t1he
objects of the Chamber were first
expressed in 1861, 'to watch over
and protect the interests of com
merce'.

Because, as far as we know, no-one
has yet put forward a specific pro
posal that affects commerce as such,
we in the Chamber have so far
refrained from participating publicly
in the language debate. The point
we have made to those who have
approached us privately is that, what
ever use is made locally of Chinese,
the interests of the commercial- com
muni,ty will be best served by con-

tinuing to improve the standard of
written and spoken English. English
is the world's premier commercial
language, is the universal language
the shipping world, and is the to 
spoken by two thirds of those who
buy and use Hong Kong products.

Teaching Standards 
At the Chamber's AGM this year,

the then Chairman, the Hon. Michael
Herries said: 'I think it appropriate
to refer to the teaching standards of
languages, particularly English. Some
64 per cent of our direct exports are
shipped annually to English speaking
markets. I am afraid that the stan
dards od: English achieved by a great
major.ity of the secondary school
leavers who seek employment in com
merce are just not up to what is
required for the conduct of corres
pondence in this trade.'

'I would urge the. Director of
Education to re--examine syUab
with a view to giving school lea 
a greater comprehension and facility
in the everyday use of this language.'

These words were spoken before
any campaign was mounted for the
official 'recognition' of Chinese, and
the advent of this campaign does not
in any way alter their truth.

We appreciate also that �his
dbjective is not incompatible with the

Cha_irman: G. M. B. Salmon;. Vice Chairman: P. G. Williams; Secretary: J. B. Kite;
Assistant Secretary: R. T. Griffiths; Business Promotion: S. L. Chung, W. S. Chan, 
A. Chung, P. Choy, Miss C. Fung; Certification: A. C. C. Stewart, F. M. Castro,
W. K. F. Wang, C. T. Wu, H. Oheng; Public Relations: Harry Garlick, Lee Sherard;
Membership: C. Tsang, Office Supervisor: V. Wong.
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wider use of Chinese locally. f:rt
seems right and fair that the local
pop�lation - especially the younger
section of the community - should
' · e . pride . in their mother tongue

.. d m their cultural herit��

Football Match 

Perhaps what Hong Kong really
needs is not so much a heated debate
about 'official language', which cannot
help but deteriorate into something of
a Chinese v. English battle, with
spectators on each side cheering its
team on, rather in the manner of
rival sides at a football match.
Instead \Yhat is really needed is a
better standard of education all round.
And this calls for not only a bet�er
standard {)If English among local
people who hope to seek employment
m �om�erce, shipping, aviation,
b�nkmg, msurance, accounting, indus
tnal management and so forth; but

' for a greater willingness on the
11Jer�alf of ex-patriates engaged in
busmess locally also to learn some
thing of Ohinese.

Many of the public services do
instill into their ex-patriate officers
some familiarity with Cantonese. It
is perhaps a pity that more commer
cial concerns do not take a similar
attitude. The Chamber has tried to
encourage this with its series of
examinations in colloquial Cantonese
and Mandarin for ex-patriate em
ployees. But demand for these 
aithough steady, could not be called
overwhelming.

Which brings one ,to the crux of
the matter - given that the en
quiries of the Committee established
by Government may lead to greater
use locally of Cantonese, and given
the continued pre-eminence commer
cially of English, what provision has
Hong Kong made to ensure a steady
supply of truly competent translators?

Experience Needed 

To be a commercial translator re
quires more than a familiarity with
both Shakespeare and Li Po. It calls
for experience of the colloquial use
of both languages, and in addition
experience of commercial practice.
Neither Li Po nor Shakespeare will
help one find an equivalent term for
electroni'C data processing if one does
not know what electronic data pro
cessing is.

Good commercial translators are
already scarce. Only by both races
continuing to strive to·" master the
language of the other will the scarcity
eventually be alleviated. Perhaps
therefore the real significance of the
current debate is to be found neither
in Legco nor the Courts, but in the
Department of Education. To pro
duce a truly bi-lingual community
would be a real achievement, and it
is hard to think of a better place
for this to occur than Hong Kong.
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Airlines, you're 
doing a great job -
result of the Chamber's su�ey on air freight

· A fast developing industry that provides a good service to _ Hong _Kong
exporters and will expand rapidly in the immed�ate future - that . is the prnture
of air freight that emerges from �pey earned out by the Chamber a

. 
mong 

its exporter members. f I ►s ff.. , . The Chamber approached �f Hong Kong s most active exporters 1 
order to find out how and why tliey used air freight, whether they we�e plea�ed 
with the service they received, and wh�ther they plann�d to �ake i�cr�asmg 
use of this type of transport. Seventy-six members replied. Ji q�.( ("1-� 

The Chamber does not claim tihat respon�ed, ?nly five had not act�) 
this survey is representative of Hong used mr freight. Of the. users of air 
Kong as a whole. However, the in- freight,. 1? �sed �ir frei�ht 'regularly', 
tention was to concentrate only on 38 used it occaswnally , and 14 used 
companies known to be particularly it 'infrequently'. 
active exporters, sin�e it may be as- The principal cargo for which exsumed t�a,t these will ?e a�ong the porters used air freight was garments most typical users of air freight. (27 exporters). Other types of 

These companies may als� ;be cargo �or which _air freight was of ten 
considered to represent the ma1onty �sed mclude wigs (17 exporters),
of the potential market for air freight Jewellery and watches (17 exporters)
leaving Hong Kong, and their pla�s and toys ( 12 expor�ers). Many <;>f 
and attitudes towards the use of air the exporters questioned used au 
freight will largely determine the pat- freight for more than one type of 
tern of development during the im- produc't, a_nd some . appeared _to use 
mediate future. it from time to time for virtuall �, 

Pace Setters 
'Dhe Chamber believes it has ob

tained a good sample of fact and
opinion from progressive and suc
cessful exporters. From the air 
lines' point of view, these are key 
customers - the pace setters. What 
they do today the rest of Hong Kong 
will do tomorrow. 

As always with a survey of this
type, many of the findings confirmed
what comm:on sense and other know
ledge would lead one to expect.
Thus, among the 7 6 members who 

every line they handled. Howe 
many respondents made the po 1l 

that a significant proportion of their 
air freight cargoes were samples. In
deed, some made the point that air 
freight was used only for sampks. 

Altogether some 15 different types
of cargo were mentioned ranging
from advertising novelties to carpets.
These produots covered a wide range 
of Hong Kong's exports, •with the 
exception, of cours·e, of large heavy 
weight items. There appears to be
no major export product made in 
the Colony that has not at some
time or another been shipped by air. 
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The picture of destinations to 
which cargoes were shipped broadly 
followed the pattern that is to be 
expected. North AmeriQa was the 
( · or des ma,tion ( 5 0 exporters)
1u1lowed by Britain and the Con
tinent of Europe ( 40 exporters each).
Twenty-nine exporters shipped to 
Aust�a, fourteen to Japan, 
thirteen ,to the Middle East, and ten 
to countries in SE Asia. In all 1 7 
different regions were mentioned. 
However, some of those named -
e.g. South America - covered a large 
number of possible destinations, with 
little indication of the specific areas 
involved. 

Fourteen exporters used air freight 
for shipments to one market only. 
Most respondents shipped to tihree 
or more markets, and a few appeared 
to use air freight for shipments to 
virtually the entire globe. 

Whys & Wherefores 
So far the pattern of replies broadly 

-� lows the picture established by the 
re,cent a�ly�i§_ of air freight figures 
carried out by the Trade Develop
ment Council's research department, 
which was publicised in the local 
press. The Chamber's olbjective, how
ever, was not only to establish the 
facts on the use of air freight, which 
are of course available from published 
figures, !but also to uncover the reasons 
and attitudes that determine these
facts. 

Thus a section was included on 
the reasons why air freight was select
ed in preference to other methods of 
transport. As one would anticipate, 

• 

• 

,�,?- . t' ) 
most respondent gave the time 
factor - in one form or ano er -

as cfie prmcipal reason for choosing 
air freight. 

Time Theme 
Two common variations on the 

time theme were the selection of air 
freight for the delivery of orders t�at
were running late (several replies
pointeaout that 'this often occurred
because components or bought-out
parts had in turn been delivered
late), and the use of air freight for
the speedy s1hipment oif samples in 
order · to close a deal. Some ap
peare to use air freight virtually as 
a matter of sa1es policy - samples 
were regularly sent by air freight in 
order to 'beat the competition and 
win orders more quickly. 

Several other reasons were given, 
however, which are worthy of com
ment. Firstly, a significant number 
of respondents made the points that 
air freight was frequently chosen on 
the instructions of the export cus
tomer:-This suggests that a possible 
ftuitfol line of sales �pproach for 
air lines and ,their agents is not to 
the exporter but to the importer. 

Secondly, a minority of respondents 
made the point that air freight was 
chosen because it was more reliable 
than alternative forms of shipment. 
In particular, the risk o pilw:age 
was redl_!feq ( one exporter disagreed 
with this latter point). 

Perhaps more surprising, however, 
was the opinion expressed by three 
exporters that air freight was worth 
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QANTAS;. with AIR /ND/A; AIR NE.W ZEALAND and BOAC, 9.0 1 o 
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using for its cost adval}_tages. One 
responden sai outright 'in some 
cases air freight is cheaper than any 
alternative form of transport'. 

rhe question of cost benefits is of 
course closely related to the time 
factor and many exporters who 
singled out· rime as the reason for 
using air freight could be regarded 
as implying a cost benefit also. How
ever, only two exporters remarked 
explicity that air freight helped 
increase turnover, while tieing up 
wor uigcaphal or a reduced period 
and thus both increasing volume and 
lowering costs.· 

This benefit seems potentially one 
of the most important air freight can 
offer, particularly for Hong Kong 
industry, and it is pet1haps disappoint
ing that more replies did not com
ment on this theme. From the data 
received, it is impossible to infor 
whether Hong Kong exporters believe 
that no real benefits of this type 
"-e available, or simply whether ex-

rters have not got .around to cost
ing such an exercise and attempting 
to eV1aluate the potential benefits. 

Sa'tisfactory Service 
The remaining section of the survey 

concentrated on exporters' attitudes 
towards the quality of the service 
they received, and their predictions 
on their future use of air freight. 

Respondents overwhelmingly agreed 
that the overall standard oif the ser
vice was satisfactory. Only seven 
exporters claimed to be dissatisfied. 
Reasons given for dissatisfaction 

mainly arose from experience of de
lays - not in the aotual transport 
of goods - but in the accompanying 
'software'. 

'For. example, delays in the 
handling of documents were instanced, 
poor advice on .arrivals or deliveries, 
difficulties in clearing and collecring 
consignments once they had arrived 
at the airport of destination, and so 
forth. Only two exporters claimed 
to 'be dissatisfied on cost grounds, 
and one further exporter appeared 
to have experienced an outstandingly 
unfortunaite delay in de1ivery that ihad 
soured his attitude. But this case 
was far from generally representative 
of the quality of the service. 

Future Use 
Significantly, all respondents who 

claimed to be dissatisfied indicated 
that they planne to use air freight 
in the future either more frequently 
tJhan at present or with .about the 
same frequency as at pres1ent. No 
exporter in the dissatisfied group in
dicated that he planned to discon
tinue, or even to decrease, his re
liance on air freight. ·" 

The same general concensus of 
opinion on the quality oif the service 
rtceived was reflected in the replies 
to questions on the anticipated future 
use of air freight. Only two ex
porters planned to · use air freight 
less frequently than at present. As 
bo1th of these exporters claimed to be 
satisfied with the service they had 
received, it seems reasonable to as
sume that their decision has been 
taken for other reasons, connected 
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Not everyone 
would go for our fabulous food 

Everyone loves babies, and we're no exception. We take 
great care of them before, during and after the flight. 
But we don't expect them to .appreciate the fact that 
Air-India offers exciting food for the grown-ups. 
What they want is a nice mushy beef dinner followed by 
strained prunes and a hefty drink of milk. 

Baby food. And baby food is what Air-India has for babies. 
With a comfy cot to sleep it off in afterwards. . 
They can also have a fan to play with and a magazine or 
two to rip to pieces. 
Who are we to argue 7 
In twenty years time they could be our best customers. 

A/Jl·/ND/A 
Om37yemofflyinge1perience. 
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perhaps with the nature of their pro
ducts or markets. 

A usefol check on the informa-
. on given by the users of air freight 

came in the replies returned by the 
five exporters who had not tried air 
freight. None of these expected to 
use air !freight in the future, and it 
seems Ji'kely that their decisions have 
been taken because of the nature of 
their products, rather than because 
of tbe attractions or otherwise of 
the service offered. One respondent 
was explicit in claiming that his pro
duc.ts were too heavy'. 

Good News for Airlines 
On the other hand, forty-five 

per cent of respondents ant1c1pat 
t at their use of air freight would 
increase, and thirty per cent claimed 
that in future they planned to use air 
freight 'regularly'. Certainly from the 
airlines' point of view, this was the 

ost heartening piece of information 
to emerge from the survey. 

Suggested Improvements 
Finalay, exporters were asked to 

make sugge·stions for ways in which 
the service could be improved. Not 
every respondent took up this op
por.tuni ty, and needless to say, among 
those who did, a var.ie1y of opinions 
were expressed, some of which were 
obviously put forward in order to 
meelt a .particular exporter's own in
dividual circumstances. By and 
large, however, two reasonably con
sistent themes emerged. The first, 

predictably, centered around freight 
rates. Eight exporters commented 
on this and remarks ranged from a 
blunt 'r,educe air raJtes' to a perhaps 
more realistic plea for a sliding scale 
of rates based on weights of cargoes. 

._____ 

Airlines Please Reply 
Eleven exporters had suggestions to 

make on the theme of despatch and 
delivery of goods. Once again, most 
of these were concerned with the · 
qua1H!y-9 f  t4e 'software' and included 
suggestions for . improved customs 
clearance, the estJl)blishment of ac
ceptanc_e offices on Hong Kong 
island, and _, improvements in docu
mentation. Perhaps this theme was 
best summed u.p by the exporter who 
said simply 'improve clearance and. 
deliveries at receiving airports' .. 

The -Bulletin is sending copies of 
these suggestions ( without the names 
of the Members making them!) to 
several locally based airlines and 
inviting them to comment. Their re
plies, together with their comments on 
the survey in general, will be published 
in a future edition of" The Bulletin. 
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The day the horrors came 

Despite _an im�ression to the contrary sometimes given by local barowner�, pubhc relat_10ns has really very little to do with the work of the 

attr�ct�ve young ladies that grace the stools of the Wanchai and Tsim Sha Tsm mght spots.
Most businessmen realise that

the press has an important role to
play in any public relations effort.
Despite radio and television, a news
paper is still for most people the 

most readily available and potent
source of information and opinion. 

1t is understandable therefore that
PR men have always made a special
effort to influence journalists. Some
times these efforts will take a subtle
form. For instance, a PR man who
has good contacts among journalists
will sometimes feed his friends a 

partkular 'line' that they may investi
gate an:d exploit themselves. 

Unfortunately, most of us read
newspapers quickly. We do not
lavish on them the attention that we
might give to a novel or a business
letter. As a result, we sometimes
come away with a half-formed im
pression that ,what we have just
read is fact, whereas a minute's
reflection iwould convince us that it
is really little more than an expres
sion of opinion or half-truth based on
either good or not so-good evidence. 

For several years, this process
appears to have been in operation in
Fleet Street-the heart of London's
newspaper world-with regard to
Hong Kong made toys. Regularly
as clockwork, a few weeks before 

Christmas, which is of course the toy
(, buying season, British newspapers
� will come out with an attaok onHong Kong made toys . 

It could of course be coincidenc that these attacks always occur atthe hei,ght of the toy buyinlg season.01_1 the other hand, it is just conceiva!bly possible that vested interestsmay have {lropped a hint to journalis'ts o� 'the search for a good story. This year, the campaign appears tohave started earlier than usual. InSept_emlber the following report was received from the Bulletin's contacts in London:-'�Hong Kong toys came under
attack by Bdtish newspapers for the first time in many months, but not because of alleged dangers - •ffiistime, they were described as "horrortoys". Both the Daily Sketch and�ews of the World reported critically on a Hong Kong-made
toy called "Pieces of Body".The former asked in ITsneacilin "Would you let your ch�ldren pl . with these?", and the latter headlined: "Horror for sale -This vile rubbishis in toy shops now". According tothe Daily Sketch, the toy camein a box with "a blood-thirsty oper
ating scene" and consisted of "�areeye, tongue, lips" etc. The eiws� the World said children of?n�y _eiight_ or nine were swapping1m1tat1on lnnbs and body organs "asavidly as stamps or marbles". The campaign opened in earnestat the end of Oct6ber, evidently lead by the Daily Mirror, a popular masscirculation newspaper read by several
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millions of British people, many of account. Supposing -the toys in queswhom must be regular buyers of tion were withdrawn - and we doHong Kon�-made pro�ucts. The gist not necessarily suggest there is a caseof !he antHHK campaign was report- for withdrawing them - the Chamberd m our own local press. This was thinks it is unlikely that the news-one typical report: papers concerned would have con-'A British Parliamentarian today gratulated Hong Kong. They wouldlaunched a one-man campaign against probably have run headlines in terms�hat . he calle� "horror toys" - of 'Crusade against Hong Kong horrormcludmg matermty dolls with babies tO)'S succeeds', thus possibly makingwhich can !be removed by opening a �a:tt�rs . worse since Hong Kong byzip-Jront abdomen. imphcat10n woulcl have seemed the"As ,the father of young children gmlty party. I look on these things as horrific and H 9�e", Mr. John Cordle, MP for ow the Ind us try Works 
Bournemouth East, told the Jrouse of The average British journalist - or
Commons. He said he planned to �- �roba:bly knows little about the
a�k the Home Secretary, Mr. Re- mternational toy industry. But any
gmaid Maudling, on Thursday to �ong Kong., businessman could tell
have· such "obscenities" withdrawn him that a distinction must be drawn 

from sales. between the manufacturer and the
Chief targets of his wrath were merchandiser of products such as

"mother �olls" with zip-front abdo- toys. Many toys that are sold world
mens which open to reveal a tiny wide_ under. the merchandising mark
ba�oll, and kits of plastic minia- of mtemational marketers contain 

ture J?arts of the human body offered p_arts made in Hong Kong. The 
!o chl'ldren for trading and collection 

hlghly successful series of 'dolls' for,
m a manner once reserved for boys, �hich . come in soldier or sports
marbles and bubble gum playing man kit� with a variety of uniforms
cards. and equipment, are prime examples.

A spokesman for the· !British Toy Frequently, one is ••faced with the
Manufacturer's Association told re- ironic. position of buying a toy that
po1ters the "transplant" kits were 

conta�ns pa�ts mar�ed '�ade in Hong
·'defini1tely from Hongkong�,:-- · Kong and is c�ntamed m_ packaging,

But a Trade Development Council and accompamed by mstructions 
official denied the charge., marked 'printed in the USA ' 0; where-ever. ' 

There seems to be some difference of opinion between various sources 
In other words,. the marketing idea

as to whether the toys were of Hong of the toy' and thus its design have,
Kong origin or not. bee1:1 thought up by Western corn-

The Chamber believes the realities 

pames. These companies have 
e s t a s a e n

bought out parts and components for .
Continued p.21 
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C-hamber News

�-

A. Mr. K. A. Miller, recen-tly elected t,o the Chamber's Gen
eral Committee. (see Pen Profile PJ7).

B. Mr. G. Phillips, leader of the Bradford Chamber of Com
merce Mission, called on the Chamber on Octo1bet 13th.
He made a plea tha1t Hong Kong and Chambers in1 the
UK should ke·ep in C(Juc h on a personal level - the very
thing that f. B. Kite will be doing on his cu;rrrent trip!

C. Over ttventy girls from Upper Sixi Arts of the Diocesa1n
Girls' Sthool visited the Chambe·r on October 14. Here
they a1·e seen with Ha:rry Garlick in the Public Relationis
Department.

D. An exhibit of Ame,11ican busin:ess books spon·S"ored by the
US Information Service and the American Chamber of
Commerce was held recently at the USJS Library (See
also p.1 ).

E. As part of their training cour?e', newly recruited industry
assistants from the Department of Commerce a1nd lnd'U'stry
visited the Chamber 'on October 16th. They were given
a tour of the Chamber with particular emp1hasis on· the
activitiei of the Cert.ification Department, which were ex
-plained to them by F. M. Castro ( far left).

F. Mr. W. Smit, leader of the Nottingham Export Association
Mission, was parti'Cularly impressed by the Chamber's
certification activities w1hen he called on: the Chamber on
October 26th. He is seen here wz'.th the Se'cretary.



Chamber News 

D Mr. R. Burrell, DFC, of IOI 
(China) Ltd. has joined the General 
Committee. 

D The Chamber's Secretary, Mr. 
J. B. Kite, has left Hong Kong to 
undertake a major ibusiness visit to 
Britain and countries in South 
America. 

While in Britain he will call upon 
leading Chamber of Commerce to ex
plain the services the Chamber can 
off er, to make personal contact with 
UK Chamber executives, and to stress 
the role of Hong Kong in modem 
trading conditions. Mr. Kite will be 
mobilising support for Hong Kong 
during the key period of negotiations 
for Britain's entry into the BBC, and 
deliberations for the implementation of 
the UNCT AD recommendations to 
encourage imports from developing 
nations. 

While in South America, Mr. Kite 
will undertake a survey for mem!bers, 
and on behalf of Hong Kong generally, 
to assess the potential for Hong Kong 
products in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, 
Peru and Ecuador. S. America has 
so far lbeen slow to respond as an im
port market for Hong Kong products, 
but there is thought to be considerable 
potential there. The Chamber consi
ders it important that Hong Kong 
should make every effort to · develop 
new markets both as a general trading 
policy and particularly to compensate 
for any possible loss of markets due 
to Britain's joining the EEC and �he 
effects of restrictive actions in other 
overseas markets. 

D Members using the Chamber's 
certification facilities are reminded 
�hat on the Form of Declaration by the 
Exporter, where the 'authorized sig -
ture and chop of the exporter ,, 
required, the signature of the person so 
authorized binds Directors, -partners, 
sole proprietors, etc. irrespective of the 
rarrk of the person who actually signs 
the form. 

D At present, 1,321 revised Data 
Returns have been received from 
members for the new Punch Card 
System approved by the Exports Sub-
Committee to process trade enquiries 
received from 20 major export markets 
instead of the existing 12 areas. The 
new system is expected to be in effect 
as of 1st January, 1971, when the 
'Exporter/!Manufacturer Members Re
cord' will also be ready for reference. 
Any members who have not yet 
returned the forms sent to them are 
now too late to be included in the 
punch card system for the immed · e 
future. 

D During Ocwber, the Business 
Promotion Department made 20 busi
ness appointments for members to meet 
delegates of missions which called on 
the Chamber. Over 30 business con
tracts were also arranged for members 
to meet delegates of other visiting trade 
missions and businessmen. 

During' the month, the Department 
dealt with 1,341 trade enquiries. It is 
interesting to note that the number of 
enquiries from the UK and Scandina
via have taken an enormous jump 
compared to the same period last year. 
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K. A. Miller 
Pen profile 

Having an understanding of other 
people's problems is, I think, one of 
the most important qualities for an 

'Cutive.' A soft spoken man with 
a relaxed smile, K. A. Miller is 
obviously a man whose advice any up 
and coming young person would 
have confidence in, both in business 
and in personal affairs. 

A busy chie.f executive in one of 
Hong Kong's most reputable firms of 
Chartered Accountants, K. A. Miller 
is a new member of the Chamlber's 
General Committee - but he is hard
ly new to Hong Kong, having been 
here since 1948. 

Before he made Hong Kong his 
home, K A. Miller had travelled all 
over the world. 'I was born in 
Burma, but I left when I was four 
and a half, and I've never really been 
back, except for stopovers at the air
port.' 

He went to school in Scotland, 
and then !began his Articles with a 

m of accountants in Edinburgh. 
vJ.hy did he choose that as a career? 
'I saw a wide variety of possibilities 
in that field,.' he answered simply. 

In 1940, the war interrupted his 
Articles, and he was off to Africa to 
serve in the army. 'I was in the 
army for six years serving mainly in 
East Africa - Ethiopia in particular.' 

After the war, K. A. Miller re
turned to Edinburgh and finished his 
training. When he qualified and 
became a member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Scotland, 
he left the UK and came to Hong 
Kong. 

·He liked it here and settled down

in the fullest sense of the term. He 
got married here and raised a family 
of four very attractive daughters -
whose pictures occupy a prominent 
place by his desk. 

Family Man 
Obviously a family man, K. A. 

Miller smiled broadly when he talked 
about them. Two are still in sdhool 
in Scotland, while one of the older 
girls is ,in London and the other in 
Switzerland. '1But of course they all 
come home to Hong Kong for the 
holidays, and they really enjoy that,· 
he added. 

For recreation, he explained that 
he used to beJ keen on all kinds o-f 
sports, but now his main interest is 
golf which he plays regularly. 

Business interests? 'Well, being 
engaged in a profession, I don't have 
any personal involvement in, for 
example, marketing,. but I do of 
course have a general interest in 
business affairs in Hong Kong, and 
the exercising of my profession gives 
me an insight into many aspects of 
trading.' 

Does he think that Hong Kong will 
keep growing and prosper,ing? K. A. 
Miller has faith in Hong Kong. 
'Naturally like everyone else, 1 think 
that Hong Kong should be an Asso
ciate member of the BEC - however, 
no matter what happens with that, 
I have confidence that the business 
community will find ways of con
tinuing the present prosperity. 

'Of course Hong Kong must work 
at it. We must contrive to keep 
booming. Ilf we don't, the stress and 
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strains may be far greater than they 
are now. Hong Kong must become 
more sophisticated in all aspects of 
trade and commerce for example, 
,, ce our competitors like Taiwan 

i1d South Korea can afford to under
cut us because of cheaper labour, etc. 
Also there is a :greater need now for 
Hong Kong to go out and create its 
own markets. 

'Still
1 

there is no reason for Hong 
Kong not to be able to keep up -
particularly since all our financial 
services such as banking, insurance, 
etc. are very good - which is im
portant.' 

How does he interpret the role of 
the Chamber? K. A. Miller thought 
for a while and then made three 
points. First of all, the Chamber 
must ensure that business standards 
ar•e maintained on an acceptable 
level. Secondly, the Chamber should 
influence Government to accept legis
lation and provide facilities which will 
help Hong Kong keep a modern out
- ok commercially. And finally, he 
... -els that it is getting ever more 
important for the Chamber to keep 
in touch with Chambers internation
ally. 

Community Welfare 

Moving closer to home, what 
changes does he think should be made 
to improve the ,general welfare of the 
community? With no hesitation, he 
said he felt that more recreational 

• facilities were needed at the school
level. 'The scholastic ability is 
generally high in the Colony but 
there aren't sufficient opportunities 

for children to relax and play. We 
should have more playgrounds and 
physical education facilities.' 

What about the standard of educa
tion here? 'Well, I know that· in my 
field the standards of preparation are 
reasonably high in the technical 
schools and universities. The only 
problem here is that in a field like 
accountancy, students have to go 
abroad or take correspondence 
courses in order to become qualified. 

'At the moment, a Hong Kong 
Society of Accountants is being 
formed. We hope that the Society 
will be afble to set its own exams so 
that· situdents can get a qualification 
right here in the Colony, which is 
recognized internationally. I think 
that when the Society becomes a 
reality, it will definitely help ,raise 
the standards of Accountancy here.' 

In answer to the question, what 
advice would ihe give a young person 
who wants to succeed in a career, 
K. A. Miller felt that good general 
training either at a university or 
commercially is essenitial. 'Then he 
should specialise in whatever appeals 
to him. But he should definitely try 
to get out and see the world. Going 
abroad to work or just for pleasure is 
valualble. It's not necessarily true 
that training is better abroad

_, 
but 

it's important to broaden one's view 
point, and travelling is one of the 
best ways of doing it. 

'I also think,' K. A. Miller went 
on, 'that there are many advantages 
to coming up the hard way, rather 
than being transposed from the top. 
Executives should know what is 
going on at all levels.' 
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Horror toys - continued 

, 

the toy from areas of lower labour 
costs, such as Hong Kong. 

But do British MPs seriously ex
pect a local manufacturer to con-
. er the implications of such an 

_,.der? The foreign devil has asked 
for such and such a toy, therefore he 
knows what he is doing, even if the 
taste of the foreign devil is strange. 
Moral Indignation 

It seems likely that if anyone's 
taste was at fault it was that of the 
UK importers, wholesalers and re
tailers who had placed the orders for, 
and then promoted, the sale of this 
merchandise. Unfortunately, the UK 
newspapers that had wallowed in 
moral indignation showed a sad lack 
of knowledge of the facts o!f Hong 
Kong trading life. If their reporters 
had be·en a little more energetic in 
tracing their 'expose' to its source,· 
they might well have finished up with 
an outburst of indignation against a 
British firm. 

This in itself would not necessarily 
( · we been . any more justified than an
._ ... tack on Hong Kong manufacturers,
bu1t it could have caused the British
toy industry's PR men a metaphorical
rushing of trousers to the ankles. It
seems rather a shame that none of
the Fleet Street corps - many of
whom delight in embarrassing the PR
men - did not pursue this Hne of
enquiry.

The attitude towards 'horror toys' 
is of course vastly different from 
complaints based on matters of fact, 
of which the recenlt case of 'love 
beads' appears to be an example. 

'!Love heads' are a type of candy 
that has apparently been banned as 

dangerous by the US Government, 
and which again, allegedly, has been 
made in Hong Kong. The candy 
beads are supposed to contain· insect 
fragments, metal and wood splin�ers . 

If the complaint is based on fact, 
no reputable Hong Kong manufac
turer would hesitate to condemn what 
appears to be at worst criminal intent, 
and at best unbelievable negligence. 

But upon a second reading, the 
mind quietly begins to boggle. Insect 
fragments, metal and wood splinters 
in candy? One perhaps, maybe even 
two, of these. But all three? It is 
of ·course possible, but one may be 
forgiven for I\Vondering whether some 
PR man's job is at stake. 

., 

Sick joke - but Who's Sick? 
Bu'.t the prize for i_nformed, well 

researched· journalism must go to the 
Aldershot News, which, we are in
formed, 'branded Hong Kong-made 
plastic toy syringes as the "Sick joke 
of the year".' The Aldershot News 
began an editorial on the subject, 
'We're all fairly weH acquainted with 
the wide assortment of weird and 
unwonderfol things which come out 
of Hong Kong ... ' 

4 

It said that a hypodermic needle 
could· easily be fitted to the plastic 
syringe which then became opera
tional. It continued: 'What started 
as a so-called toy could in this way 
be ithe instrument leading to the 
introduction of naturally curious 
children to the menace of drugs.' The 
newspaper reported that the local 
MP intended to take the matter up 
with the Home Office. 

Really! 'What started as a so-caUed
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,, 

toy could in this way be the instru
ment of leading to the introduction 
of naturally curious children to the 
menace of drugs?' The Aldershot 

ws should try pulling the other 
1 .e, ,which has Hong Kong made bells 
attached to it. 

Fathers' reaction 

Whether or not the several toys 
complained of merit the description 
'horror toys' is very much a matter 
of taste. And in areas of taste it is 
a well proven fact that for virtually 
every individual who will react one 
way, you can produce another in
dividual who re-acts in precisely the 
opposite manner. The MP referred 
to in our report found, as a father 
of young children, the toys were 
'horrific and obscene.' Several 
fathers consulted by the Chamber re
acted differently and many parents m 
Britain may feel the same. Who is 
to say which of us is right? 

To suggest therefore, as several 
('-,cal people have done, including the
__ ader writer of the South China 
Morning Post, that Hong Kong should 
ban the manufacture of these toys is 
perhaps precipitate:. The Chamber is 
conscious-if anything over-conscious 
-of the need to promote a 'good'
Hong Kong image. At the same
time, the Chamber is equally con
scious that buyers and sellers must
be free to negotiate the manufacture
of any product that is not sub-stan
dard, dangerous or downright illegal,
with a minimum of outside inter
ference.

After all, these toys are not like 
drugs or fire-arms, which, in the 

wronp hands are proven killers. There 
is, as far as we know, not a shred 
of hard evidence that one single child 
has been harmed by the sale of these 
toys. They maybe distasteful- and 
that it might be better for Hong Kong 
and British children if they were not 
exported in future. But to bring in 
the law to regulate matters of tastes 
is always dangerous. 

There is no reason why manufac
turers of such toys should not be 
encouraged to drop the product. The 
danger is -where do you drnw the 
line? What seems an innocuous 
product one day, suddenly becomes 
the centre of controversy the next. 
What, for example, could seem more 
innocuous than. a toy syringe - until 
some imaginative person figures out 
its wider uses? 

This in effect seems to have been
like principle adopted by the British 
Government. On Nov. 5th (an 
appropriate date in the British child's 
calendar) Mr Cordle asked in the 
House of Commons whether the 
Government would direct that the 
toys be withdrawn. He was told 
quite clearly that the Government had 
no powers to do this. •°I 

Action 

In the meantime, Hong Kong has 
little alternative ibut to live with this 
criticism. 

This does not imply that Hong 
Kong cannot take positive action. 
Firstly, the objective should be to 
build up a positive Hong Kong image, 
so that the world knows that Hong 
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Kong can produce well designed pro
ducts that represent value for money 
in the markets in which they are sold. 
This is a straight forward question of 

d marketing. 
There is of course another step -

manufacturers who are asked to pro
duce a particular product might care 
to devote some thought to the public 
relations implications of that product, 
which is after all another aspect of 
good matlceting practice. It is diffi
cult - one might almost say impossi
ble - to expect a manufacturer to 
turn down an order on grounds of 
dubious taste, especially wheri he . 
knows that his competitor will only 
be too eager to take up the order. 
But the manufacturer does have the 
opportunity of taking such a - decision, 
and a responsibility at least to con
sider it. 

The Bulletin itself is also taking 
action. We are sending copies of 
this edition to the MPs identified in 
the reports and to leading Fleet Street 

( ltors, drawing their attention_ to -�his 
article and in particular to the para
graphs describing the way toys are 
ordered from Hong Kong. 

Perhaps the toys coinplained of 
this time were not made in Hong 
Kong. Perhaps they were. But the 
next time the complaint crops up, 
the Fleet Street men may also ask 
the British toy industry, 'Fine, the 
parts were made in Hong Kong, but 
who designed and is marketing the 
toy?' 

'Er, well, it's iike this ...... ' We 
envisage some. um-ing and ah-ing 
from embarrassed PR men. 

Hong Kong at 
the British .Boat Sho,w · 

The Internationa
l 

Boat Show which
will! 'be held .at Earl's Court, London 
from the 6th � 16th January, 1971 
will have Hong Kiang as its central 
theme. 

As iboth a trade and tounst pro
motion, Govemmen't Information 
Services, TDC, the Hong Kong 
Tourist Association, and the Cham
ber are collaborating to ensure that 
Hong Kong benefits from this . publi
city, by .organising tw� _prommently
located Hong Kong pavil10ns. 
. -The Briltish organisers believe t�at 

the 1show will be the most effedt1ve 
ever put on. Toe :pool in the c�ntre 
of the exhibition hall will be lavishly 
designed to resemble Hong Kong 
harbour. . From the entrance, there 
will lbe a wide promenade leading to 
the 'harbour'. The promenade will 
be decorated to resemble a typical 

. Hong Kong street, complete with 
small shops signs in Chinese, etc. 

On both ' sides of this 'street' will 
be the Hong Kong ll)avi!lions. One, 
sharing its premises with the Hong 
. Kong and Shanghai Bank, will feature 
Hong Kong boating and nau��cal 
products; . w:O.ile the .other p��hon 
will ibe designed to try to give V'lSltors 
an idea of what Hong Kong is really 
like. 

Fashion shows featuring Hong 
Kong made garments, especially 
boating-:wear, will also be part otf the 
overall programme. 

The Chamber · will have a repre
serutaiive present to promote trade 
enquiries. 
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